
Feedback from observations at different times during June 2010 – May 2011 when visiting to check 

on the kiosk: 

 

1. Able to explore and interact with the interesting content in my own time 

2. There’s such a lot of stuff there. 

3. The interactive site enabled us to “see” what the buildings might once have looked like 

when the Abbey was newly built  

4. Interesting display giving an insight to the monks’ lives. It was nice to see the changes across 

the 3 decades. 

5. There is so much choice, I like that you can choose which character to guide you around the 

abbey 

6. Really enjoyed watching my grandson learning more about the abbey. The top screen made 

it so much easier for my husband and I to watch the different content he went through. 

Really interesting. 

7. Excellent resource, really good to see this, it would be good to access via a handset though, 

so that you can walk around with it to the different places shown. 

8. A little intimidated by the technology but fascinated by what can be accessed  

9. A unique concept, can we access this outside the museum ie when we are home? 

10. Really good fun using the puzzles and quizzes 

11. Loved the music and voices/stories, shame there wasn’t more 

12. A very good historical reference, really liked the monks’ stories and seeing the size the abbey 

would have been before it was destroyed 

13. What started out as a way of keeping dry for a few mins turned into a really engaging time, 

exploring the life of the monks and seeing the different stages of the abbey.  

14. We were very impressed by the historical displays and spent far longer at the museum than 

we planned. 

15. It has a lot of local information packed into it which was interesting & quite a lot of 

interactive things to do rather than just watch a tour 

16. Interesting, explains history of the abbey really well 

17. It would have been good to see more of these placed around the site 

18. Very good with lots of things for the kids to touch and explore. The information is short and 

to the point, easy to read. 

19. We enjoyed our visit to the museum and the exhibits were really interesting and relevant, 

the kiosk helped, once we understood what we could access, and quite fun as well as 

informative 

20. A fascinating glimpse of what they were, and what life was like in their day 


